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Abstract
This is a narrative review of quantitative and qualitative research to explore the impact of yoga on symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). This narrative review presents a high-level overview of the beneficial properties derived by practicing yoga, the specific physiological
challenges associated with PTSD, and the medically significant relationship between yoga and PTSD diagnosis and symptoms as evidenced by
published medical studies.

Yoga practice is shown to improve emotion-regulation and decrease avoidance and emotional suppression. Yoga participants with post-traumatic stress disorder show an improved ability to manage intense emotions while remaining focused on the present moment. These enhanced
capabilities reduce the conditioned fear response, which is considered a crucial development in eliminating post-traumatic stress disorder.
The focus of this review is primarily placed on a 10-week randomized control trial, 20-week case-series, and two long-term follow-up studies. These qualitative and quantitative studies specifically evaluate the effects of trauma-sensitive yoga practice on treatment-resistant post-traumatic stress disorder. The three quantitative studies result in statistically significant outcomes and vary in treatment length. Special emphasis is
placed on yoga practice frequency and duration in relation to the symptoms and diagnosis of treatment-resistant PTSD.
Given that traditional treatment models for post-traumatic stress disorder have high drop-out rates and can contribute to symptom worsening, the promising results shown by yoga treatment for complex post-traumatic stress disorder are particularly notable and worthy of further
research.
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A Medical Overview of Yoga

Yoga is defined as a “comprehensive system of practices for
physical/psychological health and well-being [1].” Yoga has been
researched as a primary and adjunctive treatment for a wide
variety of medical disorders, including psychiatric conditions.
Asthma, heart, disease, hypertension, diabetes, chronic pain,
arthritis, and insomnia are effectively treated with yoga [2-9], as
is a range of mental health problems.

Three integrative components constitute a hatha yoga
practice: breathing exercises, physical postures, and meditation/
mindful attention to the present moment [10,11]. Each of these
principal components affect neurobiological functioning [12].
Different styles of yoga emphasize the individual components to
varying degrees. For the purposes of this paper, the focus is on a
specific style of hatha yoga called kripalu.

In hatha yoga, physical postures emphasize flexibility over
aerobic fitness; and attention is focused on sensory experiences:
specifically, breathing and physical sensations [10]. Kripalu is a
form of hatha yoga that specifically emphasizes the mind-body
connection, nonjudgmental self-observation, and attention to
the present moment [13]. Kripalu yoga, in conjunction with
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trauma-sensitive techniques, is often employed in post-trauma
yoga interventions.

Mind-body awareness

Yoga is considered to be a mindfulness technique [14]. Mindbased therapies, like yoga, are shown to improve the ability to
remain focused on present experiences [15-28]. The concept
of mindfulness, or “nonjudgmental attention to experiences in
the present” [13], is further described as the ability to approach
experiences with curiosity, openness, and acceptance [29-31].
Enhanced mindfulness is associated with increased attention
regulation, emotion regulation, and body awareness [29-31].

Practicing yoga is shown to aid the development of a
heightened body awareness [10]. Body awareness is considered
to be central to consciousness and emotional regulation [3235]. The ability to “know how one feels” depends on brain
regions involved in registering internal homeostasis [36,33-51].
Enhanced awareness of the body can assist in observing the
physiological aspects of physical sensations (e.g., quickening
heartbeat, shallow breathing) [37-40]. Noticing these
physiological cues can provide information about the internal
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environment of an individual, which is a required component for
accurately identifying an emotional response [37-40].

Awareness of the transient nature of one’s emotional
experience may effectively change one’s perspective of the
self [38]. By enhancing mind-body awareness, practicing yoga
may help individuals identify emotional responses and adjust
cognitive processes and behaviors, as well as increase resilience
[2]. Practicing yoga may also be an inherently satisfying activity
and encourage behavioral activation of other pleasant activities
[41].

Trauma-sensitive yoga

For traumatized individuals, the style of yoga is
instrumentally important. Clinicians and trauma patients need
to be aware of the significance in choosing a gentle style of yoga
and an instructor who emphasizes openness to modifications
and respects personal space [11]. Traumatized individuals
should be prepared to process the challenging emotions and
sensations that arise during yoga practice [11].
Trauma-sensitive yoga, in particular, involves guidelines
that focus on safety, predictability, and nonjudgmental selfobservation [14]. Trauma sensitive (TCTSY) certified instructors
create a welcoming, accepting atmosphere [42]. Invitational
language, like “when you are ready,” reminds participants
of their control over bodily choices, including to maintain,
modify, or break from postures [10]. Trauma-sensitive certified
instructors provide ample modifications for physical postures
[14], yet refrain from hands-on assistance and moving around
the room [43].

In contrast to more vigorous or rigid forms of yoga, TCTSY
instructors encourage participants to proceed through yoga
positions at their own pace and incorporate choices that
feel appropriate [11]. Simple poses are built upon over time
to maintain predictability [14], allowing participants the
opportunity to explore their own body experiences [44]. Selfinquiry and curiosity is promoted through key words, such as
“notice” and “allow” [10]. Aspects of mindfulness are emphasized
[14]. Participants are encouraged to observe thoughts and feeling
without labeling them as positive or negative [14]. Specific posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) symptoms are not discussed in
trauma-sensitive classes, although questions and feedback are
encouraged before and after class [14].

The Complexity of PTSD

Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a common and
chronic condition that affects women over twice as often as men
[15]. Trauma that takes place during a developmental period
as interpersonal brutality or acute adversity is considered
complex trauma [11]. This type of trauma deeply influences
an individual’s sense of self and inhibits the establishment of a
fundamental sense of trust and security [45]. Recurrent trauma
exposure is consistently linked to a wide array of symptoms:
mood disturbances, anxious arousal, dissociative traits, and
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impulsive, aggressive, or self-injurious behaviors [17,18,46].

Complex trauma exposure is also related to emotional
flippancy, difficulties in affect- and impulse-regulation,
diminished interoceptive awareness, somatic grievances,
impaired attentional capacities, low self-perception, and
problems in interpersonal relationships [47]. The core of
these challenges is thought to be self-regulatory deficits [46].
Underlying mechanisms involve alterations in neural structures
that register bodily states and changes in physical self-awareness
[32,48]. Loss of affect regulation, emotional awareness, and
body awareness are shown to be significantly involved in PTSD
pathology [32,48].

A range of comorbidities is linked to PTSD. Complex trauma
survivors are highly likely to develop comorbid psychiatric
and physical health problems, including depression, anxiety,
substance abuse, obesity, heart disease, and chronic pain
syndromes [13,39,49-53]. Additionally, a lifetime diagnosis of
PTSD corresponds to a higher risk of suicide than those without
PTSD [13].

Current treatment models

Current treatments for the disorder are based on
pharmacologic and cognitive models (not interoceptive
awareness and somatic regulation) [10]. Upon completing
cognitive-behavioral treatment interventions, fewer than half of
patients show clinically meaningful improvement [10,54]. The
majority of people seeking PTSD treatment continue to show
substantial residual symptoms after psychosocial treatments
[54]. According to the Institute of Medicine, the scientific
evidence currently available for traditional PTSD treatment
lacks certainty [55].

Traditional treatment modalities (e.g., cognitive and
exposure-based treatments) pose significant challenges for
complex trauma survivors [19-24]. Forms of exposure treatment
have been useful in treating PTSD, yet there is a high rate of
incomplete response [10]. The low tolerance for traditional
treatments is due to difficulties with affect- and impulseregulation [19-24]. High rates of treatment drop-out and
worsening of symptoms are related to the sense of emotional
“flooding” or dissociation interfering with the resolution
of traumatic memories [19,25,48,56,57]. Complex trauma
survivors “fluctuate between extremes of intrusive reliving of
trauma symptoms in their bodies and minds, and conscious
or unconscious avoidance of these overwhelming emotions,
sensations and thoughts” [11,58].

Conditioned fear response and avoidance

Avoidance is the most predictive symptom of PTSD severity
and is shown to prolong and worsen PTSD symptoms [59-63].
Avoiding unpleasant internal experiences produces a narrow
behavioral range called “psychological inflexibility” [64,65].
Psychological inflexibility is described as the inability to be
mindful of the present [64,65].
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Survivors of complex trauma have difficulty staying present
in their lives and “tend to overreact to innocuous stimuli, under
react to danger, and shut down in the face of challenges” [11,48].
A diminished awareness of bodily sensations, as well as a lack
of perceived connection between external stimuli and inner
reactions, is shown in individuals with PTSD [59-63].

Irrelevant or harmful reactions to new stimuli are caused by
a conditioned fear response [66]. Eradicating this conditioned
response requires the ability to manage intense emotions and
maintain focused attention on stimuli, such as environmental
or internal sensory input [19,25,40,48]. Effectively eliminating
the conditioned fear response is considered crucial to resolving
PTSD [19,25,40,48].

The Interaction Between Yoga and PTSD: A
Qualitative Perspective

Staying oriented in the present moment and managing
powerful emotions are essential to the resolution of PTSD (and
the conditioned fear response) [25]. Mindfulness techniques can
improve emotion-regulation skills [30], counteract avoidance
symptoms [67,68] and enhance focused attention on the present
moment. Yoga is hypothesized to be an effective modality for
increasing mindfulness and, in turn, helping individuals with
PTSD [27,48,69].

Rhodes et al. [11] conducted long-term qualitative followup interviews with participants originally involved in a 10-wk
RCT by van Der Kolk et al. (2014), and who practiced yoga in the
original RCT or after it ended [11]. A core phenomenon arose
when evaluating the long-term healing experiences of yoga
participants with treatment-resistant PTSD [11]. Overall, “a
multidimensional process of claiming peaceful embodiment” was
experienced by these yoga participants [11]. This phenomenon
included an “improved connection with and sense of ownership
and control over their bodies, emotions, and thoughts” [11].
Hermeneutic phenomenological analysis revealed a series of
interconnected themes that further identify the core progression
toward peaceful embodiment [11]. Significant overlap in the
emotional experiences described by the participants may
indicate the presence of potential patterns in the overall
progression toward PTSD resolution. We can look to the
participants’ qualitative descriptions of the core phenomenon
for insight into this post-trauma journey to recovery.
“I feel less like I have to put one face on for the outside

world and that’s not really who I am. I feel more authentic than I

think I ever have. My not being able to get into my own skin was

something that I did early on just to survive, and I just carried
it forward. And now ... I can recognize I don’t need to do that. It
brings an appreciation that if you haven’t been there you couldn’t
possibly imagine. ... The okayness is from within [11].”

By increasing awareness and acceptance of emotions, the
ability to tolerate unpleasant feelings and traumatic memories is
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improved [64]. Yoga participants “increasingly saw themselves
in a new, more positive way with greater focus on their
experiences in present-moment time and a growing sense of
well-being in body and mind” [11]. Practicing distress tolerance
in conjunction with a nonjudgmental attitude toward thoughts
and experiences is shown to result in decreased avoidance or
suppression of distressing emotions [13]. Participants continue
to stay present instead of dissociating or avoiding, allowing them
to begin desensitizing to painful or distressing interoceptive
experiences [11].
“Because I was in the yoga class experiencing all different

experiences -from nothing to something really scary and all
different levels -it reminded me that I will have a lot of different
experiences and that if I just wait long enough it will pass [11].”

Attending to the present moment–in spite of distress-may
lead to increased acceptance, healthier emotion regulation
strategies, and greater cognitive flexibility, thereby reducing
PTSD symptoms [65]. Survivors gain a greater sense of control
over their mind and body [11]. Emphasizing attention to
thoughts, feelings, and emotions without judgment and focusing
one’s attention on the present moment can foster a greater
tolerance for managing internal sensations and becoming more
present-oriented [13].
“Being more gentle with myself and instead of -often when

I had a symptom, not only would I be reacting to the trigger, but
also judging myself for reacting to the trigger and thinking, I am

an adult I should be over this by now and stuff like that. [The
practice in yoga of] making your way slowly there and just being
really gentle with yourself, whenever I am ready, that has helped

me so that when I do feel triggered I feel like I can judge myself

less, and be like alright, so this is how I feel right now and when I
am ready to not feel that way anymore that will happen without
pushing myself so hard [11].”

Yoga and other movement practices may stimulate meditative
cognitive processes in a more approachable form than seated
meditation [13,27]. Traumatized individuals show difficulty
tolerating unstructured meditation [37]. Movement practices
offer an enhanced sensory awareness and the opportunity to
learn new skills, which provide a pivotal modality for focusing
attention [13,27]. Guidance offered by an instructor during
yoga practice helps maintain focus on bodily sensations and
incorporate breathing exercises to modulate emotional arousal
[37].
“The constant reminders to go at your own pace and to listen

to your body for what it needs -when it’s ready to turn or how
far it wants to turn -that was super helpful and has extended in

so many other places in my life. Yoga classes I have taken other
places, I have heard people say, “You can push yourself; you don’t
realize what your body can do. Just push it.” I feel like that’s the

kind of thing I have been doing my whole life. What is so valuable
about this yoga class is that it was not about pushing yourself. It
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was about letting yourself get there in your own time [11].”

Even though survivors may find the heightened awareness
of discomforting emotions or sensations to be difficult, yoga is
shown to be a powerful practice for healing complex trauma
symptoms [11]. Yoga may decrease hyperarousal symptoms
and reduce the stress response through a down-regulation of
the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis [26] and up-regulation
of gamma-aminobutyric acid [70]. In both short- and longterm practice, yoga is associated with reduced basal cortisol
and catecholamine secretion, as well as salutary effects on
cognitive activity and cerebral neurophysiology [71,72]. Yoga
practice is also linked to decreased sympathetic and increased
parasympathetic activity [71,72].
“I think yoga’s helped allowing there to be space between

when something happens and my reaction. Because for a long

time I didn’t have the space to sort of make what I call a rational

judgment, it was just based on sort of an emotional [reaction],
or a habit. It’s allowed me to pause and have that moment to say,

okay well I don’t have to react this way, or this person didn’t mean
it this way, and have that little bit of time to think about [my]
reaction [11].”

Numerous associations between yoga and mental health
indicators, such as “improved quality of life, emotional wellbeing, positive affect, stress management, self-concept, and body
awareness and responsiveness,” have been shown in studies [7376]. Yoga may also be effective for comorbid conditions such as
depression and anxiety [77]. Yoga is a vastly different approach
to treating trauma than traditional treatment modalities [11].
Yoga practice encourages participants to be accepting and aware
of their emotions while remaining in the present moment, rather
than focus on negative cognitive patterns and feared stimuli [11].
Offering yoga in clinical settings may be an attractive choice for
patients who do not fully respond to traditional psychotherapy
[78].
“Practicing yoga has given me hope. … It’s been a useful

practice and tool to develop those things which led me to think

I don’t have to be that person that I always thought I was just
destined to be, that I could actually change some things, and

become the person that I’ve wanted to be. The trauma doesn’t
have to define me, although the trauma will always be part of me.
I can change how I work, and how I want to be [11].”

Survivors that practiced yoga showed post-traumatic
growth that extended beyond reducing symptoms, in which
new meaning and appreciation was ascribed to their lives
and selves [11]. A sense of personal strength and greater selfcompassion was cultivated amidst ongoing struggles associated
with a traumatic past [11]. Yoga participants experienced
newfound optimism about their future and a greater capacity for
experiencing physical and emotional intimacy [11]. They began
to believe they were deserving of healing and became hopeful to
live in ways they wanted [11]
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“I make conscious decisions now about my son, to raise him

differently than how I was raised. So I can see that there are
choices and options. You can be gentle in the world and [yoga]
helps you see that. ... There are choices [11].”

Quantitative Review of Yoga Intervention for PTSD
For the purpose of this review, three separate studies
are addressed with a focus on the quantitative results of the
Clinician-Administered PTSD Scale (CAPS) in each study. It is
important to note: the 10-week RCT and 20-week case-series
examined the effects of trauma-sensitive yoga treatment (also
called trauma-informed yoga) [10,44]. The long-term follow-up
of the 10-wk RCT did not account for the type of yoga practiced
post-study [66]. The participants in these studies were women
with treatment-resistant, chronic PTSD who had previously
attended at least three years of psychotherapy, with little
alleviation from post-trauma symptoms [10,44,66].
The first study is a 10-week randomized control trial (RCT)
conducted by Van der Kolk et al. [10]. At the end of the trial,
52% of participants in the yoga treatment group no longer met
criteria for PTSD, compared to the 21% in the control group [10].
The specifics of the trial can be found elsewhere [10]. The results
of the trial concluded that the effects of yoga on PTSD diagnosis
is statistically significant [10].

The second study is a 20-week case-study of self-selected
participants conducted by Price et al. [44]. This study was
designed to examine the effectiveness of the same yoga treatment
of the 10-week RCT with twice the number of sessions and
highly-monitored yoga practice at home [44]. At the end of the
case study, 83% of those who completed the treatment no longer
met the criteria for PTSD (compared to 52% of the 10-week RCT)
[10,44]. The specifics of the study can be found elsewhere [44].
Participants showed significant reductions in PTSD symptoms
and experienced a greater reduction overall than seen in similar
treatments of shorter duration [44].
The third study is a long-term quantitative follow-up of the
participants in the previously mentioned 10-week RCT [10,66].
Regardless of the original treatment group (yoga or control), the
majority of participants practiced yoga after completion of the
10-week trial [66]. In the follow-up study by Rhodes, et al [66],
greater frequency of yoga practice was associated with greater
decreases in PTSD symptoms and diagnosis.

The regression analysis models in the long-term follow-up
illustrate that the frequency of an individual’s yoga practice
is a significant predictor of change in CAPS [66]. Those who
practiced yoga more frequently showed greater decreases
in PTSD symptom severity and were less likely to meet the
diagnostic criteria for PTSD [66]. The relationship suggests
more frequent yoga practice significantly influences long-term
outcomes of PTSD diagnosis and symptomology [66].
It is important to keep in mind the pronounced variability
between these study types and the effect that may exert on
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drawing concrete conclusions when comparing across the
studies. However, this research offers insight into the potential
influence that frequent yoga practice may have on effectively
reducing PTSD symptoms and diagnosis for individuals with
treatment-resistant PTSD.

Exploring the effects of frequency and duration

When considering the results of the original 10-week RCT,
van der Kolk suggested that the physical and interoceptive
aspects of yoga were more critical to the change in CAPS than
the social dimensions of the control group [10]. By the end of
long-term follow-up, it also became clear that the frequency with
which the participants practiced yoga had a significant effect on
the change in CAPS over time [66].

The association between the frequency of yoga and PTSD
symptoms is especially noteworthy given the significant
distress levels of the participants [44]. Prior to engaging in yoga
practice, many participants experienced little respite from the
symptoms of PTSD [66], despite having a minimum of 3 years in
psychotherapy with a focus on trauma [44,66]. Long-term yoga
treatment may be linked to a better response from participants
who have more severe PTSD symptoms [44]. Research shows
positive physical and mental health outcomes are associated
with longer yoga practice duration [79]. Extended periods of
frequent yoga practice may lead to sustained decreases in PTSD
symptoms [66].
Frequent yoga practice is positively correlated to both
physical and mental health outcomes [79]. In a study of abuse
survivors, self-concept was positively related to the frequency of
yoga practice [73]. Yoga frequency is also positively associated
with “positive psychological attitudes, relaxation, good health,
vitality, and anti-inflammatory hormones” [44,79-81]. Stress,
self-objectification, and inflammatory hormones (related to
physical and mental health problems) are negatively associated
with the frequency of yoga practice [79,81,82]. In a study on
veterans, PTSD symptomatology was negatively associated with
yoga practice frequency [26].
It is interesting to note in the follow-up study, after factoring
in frequency of yoga practice, that participants who began in the
control group and subsequently practiced yoga achieved better
results than those who initially started in the yoga group [66].
The control treatment was a women’s health education class
that focused on active participation, support, and increasing
knowledge of various health areas [10]. The specifics of the
health education control treatment can be found elsewhere [10].
One possible explanation is there may be an added benefit of
receiving women’s health education in a group setting prior to
practicing yoga frequently [66].

Practical Recommendations

Yoga is a popular activity among the general population
[83]. As a treatment option, the accessibility and low-cost of
yoga should not be underestimated [84]. Individuals with PTSD
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may be deterred from engaging in evidence-based therapies due
to a fear of stigma associated with mental illness [85-88]. The
group dynamic of a recurring yoga class within a community
setting may also help foster social ties and establish positive
interpersonal connections.
Yoga may offer trauma survivors an opportunity to reclaim
wellness and peaceful healing that might otherwise be exceeding
difficult to attain. The low certainty of traditional treatments
for post-traumatic stress disorder is a problem plaguing PTSD
patients and their loved ones. In a recent large clinical trial of
prolonged exposure treatment, 59% of subjects still had PTSD
after 12 weeks of treatment, and 78% remained symptomatic at
6-month follow-up [89].

Given the low tolerance of cognitive and exposure-based
treatments, new treatment models based on introspective
awareness and somatic regulation need to be explored. Yoga poses
a unique and compelling therapeutic option for this common
and serious disorder [66]. The initial findings on the impact of
trauma-sensitive yoga on PTSD symptoms are promising, yet
the mechanisms that underlie the connection between yoga and
positive mental health outcomes need to be further researched
[44]. Additional studies are also needed to explore the effects
of yoga on post-traumatic stress disorder in conjunction with
other therapies, including health-education classes [66]. Further
research is needed on the relationship between yoga practice
frequency and dissociation, as well as between frequency of
yoga practice and tension-reducing activities [66].

Additionally, further studies need to explore the potential
physiological effects cultivated by practicing particular
yoga poses over time. Certain yoga poses (asanas) may be
more effective at producing specific physiological effects. An
investigation of ancient yogic texts and Ayurvedic medicine may
be warranted for further direction from historical findings and
methods. The amount of yoga, or “dosage,” needed to obtain
desired results based on an individual’s level of trauma severity
is also a useful consideration for further studies [66]. Proactively
addressing potential internal and external barriers [11] may
help participants navigate the continuum nature of the healing
process and maintain regular practice to achieve the maximal
amount of therapeutic benefits.

Summary

In conclusion, trauma-sensitive yoga has shown to be an
effective modality for reducing the symptoms and diagnosis
of PTSD for treatment-resistant complex trauma survivors.
By learning how to remain oriented in the present moment
and focus nonjudgmental attention to internal sensations and
perceptions, participants can improve their ability to observe
connections between external stimuli and internal reactions.
Managing intense emotions without dissociating or avoiding
trauma-related thoughts and experiences can lead to positive
emotional regulation and elimination of the conditioned fear
response.
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No longer dominated by conditioned reactions, these
individuals experience an increased sense of conscious space
in which they can decide for themselves how to respond to
environmental and internal input. Survivors are given a new
sense of identity as they become capable of processing and
experiencing life events in a healthy way. Given that these
individuals participated in psychotherapy for at least three
years with little change in PTSD symptoms or diagnosis, traumasensitive yoga offers a new way to reclaim peace and authenticity
in their lives, as well as connect to others in a positive way.

Although it is challenging to face unpleasant emotions and
inner sensations, these women were able to meet the haunting
remnants of traumatic experiences in their mind and body.
The bravery to remain in the present moment allowed them to
overcome emotional suppression and outgrow their diagnosis.
By committing themselves to the process of practicing yoga,
they were able to face their terror and be still, which lead to a
philosophically meaningful way of life.
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